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Business Finance Eddie Mclaney 8th Edition
This book presents the proceedings of the 2020 International Conference on Integrated
Science in Digital Age, which was jointly supported by the Institute of Certified Specialists
(Russia) and Springer, and was held on May 1–3, 2020. The conference provided an
international forum for researchers and practitioners to present and discuss the latest
innovations, trends, results, experiences and concerns in the various areas of integrated
science in the digital age. The main goal of the conference was to efficiently disseminate
original findings in the natural and social sciences, covering topics such as blockchain &
cryptocurrency; computer law & security; digital accounting & auditing; digital business &
finance; digital economics; digital education; digital engineering; machine learning; smart cities
in the digital age; health policy & management; and information management.
Africa is on the rise. Enabled by natural resources, commodity trading and the recent discovery
of Africa as the last frontier of capitalism by the global market, African entrepreneurs are now
being empowered as economic change agents. How can this new economic elite engage in
the sustainable development of the continent? 'Africapitalism', the term coined by Nigerian
economist Tony O. Elumelu, describes an economic philosophy embodying the private sector's
commitment to the economic transformation of Africa through investments generating
economic prosperity and social wealth. The concept has attracted significant attention in both
business and policy circles. Promoting a positive change in approach and outlook towards
development in Africa, this book consolidates research and insights into the Africapitalism
movement, and will appeal to scholars, researchers and graduate students of Africa studies,
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international business, business and society, corporate social responsibility, strategic
management, economic thought, international political economy, leadership and development
studies.
With a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the subject, Financial Accounting for
Decision Makers focuses on the ways in which financial statements and information can be
used to improve the quality of decision making. The practical emphasis throughout the book
ensures the material is always relevant, whilst the authors’ style of introducing topics gradually
and explaining technical terminology in a clear, friendly style caters for all students, whether on
specialist accounting or non-specialist business degrees.
It has never been more important for businesses to operate within a framework of strategic
planning and decision making. This popular text teaches you how to make the best choices in
managerial and other business roles. Please note that the product you are purchasing does
not include MyAccountingLab. MyAccountingLab Join over 11 million students benefiting from
Pearson MyLabs. This title can be supported by MyAccountingLab, an online homework and
tutorial system designed to test and build your understanding. Would you like to use the power
of MyAccountingLab to accelerate your learning? You need both an access card and a course
ID to access MyAccountingLab. These are the steps you need to take: 1. Make sure that your
lecturer is already using the system Ask your lecturer before purchasing a MyLab product as
you will need a course ID from them before you can gain access to the system. 2. Check
whether an access card has been included with the book at a reduced cost If it has, it will be
on the inside back cover of the book. 3. If you have a course ID but no access code, you can
benefit from MyAccountingLab at a reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a copy of
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the book and an access code for MyAcountingLab (ISBN:9781292072531) 4. If your lecturer is
using the MyLab and you would like to purchase the product... Go to
www.myaccountinglab.com to buy access to this interactive study programme. For educator
access, contact your Pearson representative. To find out who your Pearson representative is,
visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Were you looking for the book with access to MyAccountingLab? This product is the book
alone, and does NOT come with access to MyAccountingLab. Buy Accounting and Finance for
Non-Specialists, Tenth Edition by Peter Atrill and Eddie McLaney with MyAccountingLab
access card 5e (ISBN 9781292135601) if you need access to MyLab as well, and save money
on this resource. You will also need a course ID from your instructor to access
MyAccountingLab. The 10th edition of this market-leading text offers an accessible, effective
introduction to key accounting and finance topics. If you are new to accounting, or are studying
a degree in accounting, this book will help you get to grips with the important principles of
accounting and how to apply your learning to real-world business scenarios in a user-friendly
manner.
For courses in Sustainable Marketing or as a supplement to marketing courses that include
sustainability as a focus. A lasting approach to marketing. As the engine that drives the global
economy, marketing leaves an enormous footprint on the environment and society. To help
readers make a lasting impression in their marketing efforts, Martin/Schouten provides the
concepts behind valuable-and lucrative-sustainable marketing strategies.
This text is an introductory course in management accounting for those seeking an
understanding of basic principles and underlying concepts without detailed technical
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knowledge. It has a strong practical emphasis, with plenty of examples taken from the real
world as well as numerical examples with step-by-step explanations.
Now in its fifth edition, this successful text introduces the basic principles and
underlying concepts of accounting and finance. It adopts a practical, non-technical
approach, making it the ideal text for students from non-accounting disciplines. The text
is written from a 'user' perspective, demonstrating ways in which accounting statements
and financial information can be used to improve the quality of decision making.
This book gathers selected papers that were submitted to the 2021 International
Conference on Advances in Digital Science (ICADS 2021) that aims to make available
the discussion and the publication of papers on all aspects of single and multi-
disciplinary research on Conference topics (https://ics.events/icads-2021/). ICADS 2021
was held on February 19-21, 2021. An important characteristic feature of Conference is
the short publication time and world-wide distribution. Written by respected researchers,
the book covers a range of innovative topics related to: Advances in Digital Agriculture
& Food Technology, Advances in Digital Economics, Advances in Digital Education,
Advances in Public Health Care, Hospitals & Rehabilitation, Advances in Digital Social
Media, Advances in Digital Technology & Applied Sciences, Advances in E-Information
Systems, and Advances in Public Administration. This book is useful for private and
professional non-commercial research and classroom use (e.g. sharing the contribution
by mail or in hard copy form with research colleagues for their professional non-
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commercial research and classroom use); for use in presentations or handouts for any
level students, researchers, etc.; for the further development of authors scientific career
(e.g. by citing, and attaching contributions to job or grant application).
“The relationship between finance and strategy is important and…this text makes it a
central theme…and should make the subject much more relevant.” Graham Diggle,
Oxford Brookes University “This text is well written, clear and easy to follow… and
innovative in that it provides a link between corporate finance and financial strategy.”
Shishir Malde, Nottingham Trent University What are the core principles of corporate
finance and their links with financial strategy? What are the tools and techniques of
financial decision-making necessary to solve real-life business problems? How in
practice are financial strategies implemented that are appropriate to businesses at each
stage of their life cycle? Corporate Finance and Financial Strategy answers these and
many more questions. This textbook introduces contemporary financial issues and
topics of growing importance such as Islamic finance, corporate governance, and
behavioural finance, and discusses reasons for and implications of the current global
financial crisis. Along with its accompanying resources, this text is a must for corporate
finance and financial strategy undergraduates and postgraduates, MBAs, and those
undertaking professional examination courses.
This introductory textbook on corporate finance blends the theoretical, analytical and
practical aspects of the subject in a way which is particularly suitable for those readers
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approaching it for the first time. This expanded new edition is now printed in two
colours, and includes new sections on international aspects of finance and financial
accounting statement analysis. use of worked examples clarifies the practical
application of the subject. New questions have been added, answers to which are
published in the back of the book, with a proportion appearing in a supplementary
lecturer's guide. the 'real-world' includes new sections on financial accounting
statement analysis and aspects of international finance includes worked examples,
questions and answers is printed in two-colours is supported by a more comprehensive
lecturer's guide and OHP masters management, MBA students and final-level students
of the professional accountancy bodies.
To start a successful business, you need a comprehensive toolbox full of effective
financial and business techniques at your fingertips. Entrepreneurial Finance provides
the essential tools and know-how you need to build a sturdy foundation for a profitable
business. This practical road map guides you from crafting a meaningful business plan
to raising your business to the next level. It offers potent methods for keeping firm
financial control of your enterprise and insightful tips for avoiding the multitude of
financial barriers that may block your entrepreneurial dream. Written by Steven Rogers,
a leading educator at the prestigious Kellogg School of Management, this reliable
guidebook covers: The dual objectives of a business plan and how to ensure that both
are fulfilled Differences between debt and equity financing and how and why to use
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each Real-world methods for structuring a deal to benefit both the financier and the
entrepreneur Valuation techniques for understanding what your business is truly worth
Essential resources for finding the detailed information you need Entrepreneurial
Finance clearly explains the inescapable rules of finance and business by using real-
world examples and cutting-edge data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM)
research project. It features up-to-date coverage of phantom stock, options, and the
state of entrepreneurship in such countries as Canada, Europe, Asia, and South
America. This definitive guide is effective in today's business climate, with robust, no-
nonsense coverage on everything from the new realities of revenue valuation and the
growth of women entrepreneurs to the fallout from the dot-com boom and the impact of
Sarbanes-Oxley on corporate governance. Just because you're in business for yourself
doesn't mean you're alone. Entrepreneurial Finance helps you create a long-term plan
for achieving maximum profit.
'Accounting for Business' is ideal for undergraduate students on business and
accounting courses who need to understand the nuts and bolts of financial accounting.
This popular textbook has always enjoyed a deserved reputation for accessibility and
thoroughness. Now in its third edition, its contents have been fully updated and
restructured to make them even easier to use. Readers will benefit from the coverage
of current accounting practices and legislation, in addition to the range of worked
examples and self-test activities throughout the book. 'Accounting for Business' clearly
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explains accounting information's role in making sound business decisions and focuses
upon the aspects of accounting practice which are most relevant to the non-specialist
manager. It is ideal for first year undergraduates of business studies, higher students
and those pursuing professional accountancy qualifications. This third edition has been
restructured, to further enhance its 'student centred' approach. The content has now
been broken down into 25 roughly equivalent 'bite-sized' individual study topics. Each of
these requires 6 hours of study time, enabling this book to support a full scale semester
course with two topics a week, or a full year course at one topic a week. Includes a
wide selection of topical case studies, with a broad spread of international examples.
Customer Relationship Management: Concepts and Tools is a breakthrough book that
makes transparent the complexities of customer relationship management. The book
views customer relationship management as the core business strategy that integrates
internal processes and functions, and external networks, to create and deliver value to
targeted customers at a profit. Customer relationship management is grounded on high
quality customer data and enabled by information technology. The book is a
comprehensive and fully developed textbook on customer relationship management .
Although, it shows the roles of customer data and information technology in enabling
customer relationship management implementation, it does not accept that customer
relationship management is just about IT. Rather it is about an IT- and data-enabled
approach to customer acquisition, customer retention and customer development.
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Because customer relationship management is a core business strategy the book
demonstrates how it has influence across the entire business, in areas such as
strategic, marketing, operations, human resource, and IT management. Customer
relationship management 's influence also extends beyond the company to touch on
partner and supplier relationships. An Instructor's PowerPoint pack is available to
lecturers who adopt the book. Accredited lecturers can download this by going to
http://books.elsevier.com/manuals'isbn=075065502X to request access.
Revised edition of the author's Business finance, 2014.
Accounting and Finance: An Introduction, now in its 9th Edition, contains all the
information you need to start your business career. With its use of practical
techniques and real-world examples, this best-selling text teaches you the basics
of understanding and using financial information. The full text downloaded to your
computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases
make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf
(available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad and Android
apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how
to access this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry
date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have
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your Bookshelf installed.
With a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the subject, Financial
Accounting for Decision Makers focuses on the ways in which financial
statements and information can be used to improve the quality of decision
making. The practical emphasis throughout the book ensures the material is
always relevant, whilst the authors’ style of introducing topics gradually and
explaining technical terminology in a clear, friendly style caters for all students,
whether on specialist accounting or non-specialist business degrees. The full text
downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts,
words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with
friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline
through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also
via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the
code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The eBooks
products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital
ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Now in its 8th edition, Business Finance is an essential introduction to financial
decision making in businesses. Taking a user's perspective it explores the type of
investments a business should make and how they should be financed, and
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successfully blends the theoretical, analytical and practical aspects of finance
and investment. This new edition of Business Finance has a real-world flavour,
exploring the theories surrounding financial decision making and relating these
theories to what happens in the real world. This book is for undergraduates in
accounting and finance and for those in finance and financial management
courses. It is also appropriate for postgraduate students with an option in
accounting and finance and will be highly useful for professional accounting
students.
Accounting and Finance: An Introduction, now in its eighth edition, contains all
the information you need to start your business career. With its use of practical
techniques and real-world examples, this best-selling text teaches you the basics
of understanding and using financial information. This comprehensive guide
covers financial accounting, management accounting and financial management
in a single text, and provides you with the tools to make informed, successful
business decisions. Key Features Up-to-date coverage, including the latest
IFRSs and corporate governance content plus a discussion of financing and
dividend policies Accessible step-by-step approach helps you master the subject
one step at a time New real world examples provide opportunities to apply and
develop techniques Progress checks, activities and exercises reinforce learning
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Focus on decision-making prepares you for careers in business Eddie McLaney
is Visiting Fellow in Accounting and Finance at Plymouth University. Peter Atrill is
a freelance academic and author working with leading institutions in the UK,
Europe and SE Asia. He was previously Head of Accounting and law and Head
of Business and Management at the Plymouth University Business School
Accounting and Finance: An Introduction, now in its ninth edition, contains all the
information you need to start your business career. With its use of practical
techniques and real-world examples, this best-selling text teaches you the basics
of understanding and using financial information.
Accounting: an introduction by Atrill provides a clear and approachable
introduction to accounting and finance for those seeking to understand the main
concepts and their practical application to good decision-making.
Good economic decision making is fundamental to the success of business Economic
decisions lie at the heart of business. Economics is all about the choices between alternatives
and how to weigh up their costs and benefits. Studying this book will help you understand such
choices and how to make them successfully when you take up a job or perhaps run your own
business. Businesses need to make choices of what and how much to produce, what
techniques to use, who to employ, what investment to make, where to locate, what markets to
develop and how best to compete with rivals. Economics helps them make the right decisions.
But making the right decisions depends on the economic environment in which businesses
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operate. For example, government policy affects business: whether through taxation,
subsidies, training and education, regulation or trade policies. The economic environment is
also affected by trade relations and the actions of international bodies such as the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Issues such as Brexit, trade
deals and migration crucially affect businesses. The book shows you how. You will be studying
all these issues and more in this book. It will give you the skills to advise businesses and other
organisations on how best to achieve their objectives. The advice of economists is crucial to
good decision making. But to give good advice requires understanding issues and assessing
evidence. Studying economics helps to give you this understanding and makes you a better
problem solver. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for
key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes
with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the
Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad and Android
apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access
this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to
access your digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Business FinanceTheory and PracticeCausey Enterprises, LLC
The book explores the developing challenges and opportunities within the business and
finance world which are likely to impact the accounting profession in the near future. It outlines
a number of approaches to ensure that the accountants of the future are equipped with a
useful awareness of some of the key topic areas that are quickly becoming a reality and helps
bridge the gap between academia and practice. The chapters are standalone introductory
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pieces to provide useful précis of key topics and how they apply to the accounting profession in
particular. It aims to deliver key readings on ‘hot topics’ not addressed in other texts which the
accounting profession is tackling or are likely to tackle soon. Hence the book provides
accounting students and researchers a solid grounding in a broad range of highly relevant non-
technical accounting themes, looking at the bigger environment in which future accountants will
be operating, involving considerations of strategic corporate governance issues and
highlighting competences beyond the standard technical accounting skill sets.
Mike Peng and Klaus Meyer have direct, first-hand, experience of researching and teaching in
Europe, Asia and North America. This combined experience makes them uniquely qualified to
write this textbook, which offers a comprehensive and accessible introduction to international
business that starts from Europe but ultimately encompasses the globe. The texta s
comprehensive coverage is accessibly arranged around one central question and two core
perspectives. The central question is a what determines the success and failure of firms
around the globe? Institutional and resource-based perspectives are utilised to answer this
question. Throughout the text the very latest scholarly research is used to facilitate successful
learning of the key concepts, in order to engage students with the historical context and recent
global developments. International Business has been shortlisted for the 2011/12 CMI
Management Book of the Year award in the ebook category. More information about the CMI
and the competition can be found here http://yearbook.managers.org.uk/index5.htm.
It has never been more important for businesses to operate within a framework of strategic
planning and decision making. This popular introductory text teaches you how to make the
best choices in managerial and other business roles. This text is aimed at undergraduate
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students who wish to grasp key elements of management accounting and those seeking a
foundation for further study. New to this edition · Expanded discussion of relevant costs for
decision making · Increased coverage of cost management in a competitive environment ·
Increased coverage of inventories’ management techniques · New chapter on managing risk ·
More activities throughout the text to enhance reader interaction and to encourage critical
thinking. · More diagrams and real world examples to help illustrate issues and concepts
'Financial Accounting for Decision Makers' presents the key concepts of accounting without
going into too much unnecessary technical detail. The book is aimed as 'users' of accounting
information, not 'preparers' of accounts.
Now, it is easier than ever before to understand complex mathematical concepts and formulas
and how they relate to real-world business situations. All you have to do it apply the handy
information you will find in Business Math For Dummies. Featuring practical practice problems
to help you expand your skills, this book covers topics like using percents to calculate
increases and decreases, applying basic algebra to solve proportions, and working with basic
statistics to analyze raw data. Find solutions for finance and payroll applications, including
reading financial statements, calculating wages and commissions, and strategic salary
planning. Navigate fractions, decimals, and percents in business and real estate transactions,
and take fancy math skills to work. You’ll be able to read graphs and tables and apply
statistics and data analysis. You’ll discover ways you can use math in finance and payroll
investments, banking and payroll, goods and services, and business facilities and operations.
You’ll learn how to calculate discounts and markup, use loans and credit, and understand the
ins and outs of math for business facilities and operations. You’ll be the company math whiz in
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no time at all! Find out how to: Read graphs and tables Invest in the future Use loans and
credit Navigate bank accounts, insurance, budgets, and payroll Calculate discounts and
markup Measure properties and handle mortgages and loans Manage rental and commercial
properties Complete with lists of ten math shortcuts to do in meetings and drive your coworkers
nuts and ten tips for reading annual reports, Business MathFor Dummies is your one-stop
guide to solving math problems in business situations.
Adopting an innovative, open-learning approach to introduce the main principles of
financial management in an accessible, non-technical way, this fully updated fifth
edition provides a unique focus on the practical application of financial management
and its role in decision making.New to this edition: Expanded coverage of key topics
such as financing the business Increased coverage of corporate governance issues
Even more real-world examples to help illustrate the practical application and
importance of the topics discussed Financial statements throughout based on the latest
International Accounting Standards Full-colour design, packed with pedagogical
features, providing an original learning experience Key features: Written in a unique,
‘open learning' style Clear explanations and minimal technical jargon to aid
understanding -no previous knowledge of financial management is assumed Based on
a solid foundation of theory, but focusing throughout on its value for decision making
Covering all the main areas of financial management in sufficient detail to provide a
good grasp of the subject Numerous examples, activities and exercises throughout,
allowing the reader to test his/her knowledge at frequent intervalsFully supported by a
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comprehensive range of student and lecturer learning resources, Financial
Management for Decision Makers is ideal for undergraduates from a non-
finance/accounting discipline taking an introductory module in financial management,
and postgraduate/postexperience students on courses such as the ACCA Diploma in
Financial Management, Diploma in Management Studies and MBA programmes. The
text is also suitable for finance and accounting students as a foundation for further
study.Peter Atrillis a freelance academic and author working with leading institutions in
the UK, Europe and SE Asia. He has previously held posts as Head of Business and
Management and Head of Accounting and Law at University of Plymouth Business
School.
For Management Accounting modules on undergraduate and MBA courses.
Understand management accounting principles and techniques, and develop skills to
make informed business decisions Management Accounting for Decision Makers 10th
Edition by Peter Atrill and Eddie McLaney teaches you how to make the best choices in
business and management roles, and introduces you to essential management
accounting concepts and methods with a focus on their significance to real-life decision
making. It has never been more important for businesses to operate within a framework
of strategic planning and decision making. This popular text makes management
accounting relevant and practical through its use of real numerical accounting
techniques, an increased number of exercises that encourage you to learn in an active
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way, and through a range of relevant, real-world examples, many of which are new to
this edition. “A plethora of relevant real-world examples, self-assessment activities and
helpful visuals make this an engaging and practical read for students and educators
alike!” Dr Christos Begkos, Assistant Professor in Management Accounting, Alliance
Manchester Business School. "This text provides a very clear, comprehensive and
highly informative introduction to management accounting, and it has consistently
proved to be very popular with both accounting & finance and business management
students studying management accounting for the first time." Martyn Jones, Senior
Lecturer in Accounting, University of Winchester Also available with MyLab Accounting
MyLabTM is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every
student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform,
MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student.
MyLab Accounting for this textbook includes 980 questions to assign to your students,
now including a larger number of algorithmic questions (more than 350) that require
different numerical responses from different individuals. There are now also 6 additional
Case Studies in MyLab Accounting which help students see the impact of the theory as
it is applied in the business environment. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyLab Accounting does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Accounting, ask your instructor to confirm
the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson
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representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text
and MyLab Accounting search for: 1292349530 / 9781292349534 Management
Accounting for Decision Makers 10th edition with MyLab Accounting Package consists
of: 129234945X / 9781292349459 Management Accounting for Decision Makers 10th
Edition 1292349476 / 9781292349473 Management Accounting for Decision Makers
10th Edition MyLab Accounting 1292349484 / 9781292349480 Management
Accounting for Decision Makers 10th Edition Pearson eText Pearson, the world’s
learning company.
This edition of 'Accounting and Finance for Non-Specialists' provides comprehensive
coverage of the basic concepts and practical applications of financial accounting,
management accounting and financial management.
Now in its 10th edition, Business Finance is an essential introduction to financial
decision-making in businesses. Taking a user-friendly approach, it explores the type of
investments a business should make and how they should be financed, and
successfully blends the theoretical, analytical and practical aspects of finance and
investments. The new edition has a strong real world focus, exploring the theories
surrounding financial decision making and relating these theories to what happens in
the real business world. Key features: An extensive range of up-to-date real-world
examples Examination of the divergences between theory and practice Expanded
explanations of complex theories Comprehensive coverage of the latest international
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issues Clear design and pedagogical features for enhanced readability and quick
reference Visit the companion website for this book at www.pearsoned.co.uk/mclaney
where you will find a variety of resources for students and lecturers alike. Business
Finance is suitable for undergraduates in accounting and finance and for those on
finance and financial management courses. It is also appropriate for postgraduate
students with an option in accounting and finance and will be highly useful for
professional accounting students. Eddie McLaney is Visiting Fellow in Accounting and
Finance at the University of Plymouth.
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